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Abstract. Non-classical models of economic behaviour, usually sum-
marised under the notion of ’Bounded Rationality’ criticise the assump-
tions of the standard economic model - hyperrationality, perfect and cost-
less information, and unlimited mental processing capabilities. However,
alternative approaches have either remained very simple or purely de-
scriptive. Here, a computational approach is presented based on Simon’s
[13], [14] concept of bounded rationality and satisficing as a compromise
between the oversimplification of analytical and the descriptiveness of
rich cognitive models.
Key words: agent based modelling, bounded rationality, reinforcement learn-
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1 Background
The perfectly informed and rational homo oeconomicus has often been criticised
as too unrealistic - humans would not have the computational power to calculate
the best decisions, taking into account all information and all possible outcomes.
Already Simon [14] argued to use simpler, psychologically more plausible algo-
rithms. While the argument of bounded rationality is often use as critique of the
standard economic model, the concept remains, however, vague [15]. Psycholo-
gists (e.g., [4], [8]) point out that most alternative models are still based on the
fundamental assumption that expected utility and Bayesian reasoning are the
basis for all human decision making under uncertainty. For example, subjective
expected utility theory acknowledged that individuals are not fully informed and
replaced objective probabilities with subjective, however, the basis for reasoning
remained the same. Similarly, Prospect Theory [7] modified perfect rationality
by stating that human decisions are biased by the anticipation of future losses
instead of gains, and explain by this deviations from the maximising principle.
More recently, behavioural approaches have been applied in the social sci-
ences. For example in game theory, Erev and Roth tested the predictive capa-
bilities of simple reinforcement learning models by comparing theoretical results
with real-world experiments [3], [10]. Camerer and Ho’s ’Experience Weighted
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Attraction’ learning model (EWA) combines reinforcement learning and lim-
ited foresight in games [2]. Classifier systems approaches have been used in
Agent-based computational Economics (e.g., [6]). Also, the cognitive architec-
ture CLARION has been successfully applied to social simulation [17].
This paper contributes to the behavioural approaches. Simon’s bounded ra-
tionality concept is used as theoretical framework. It is structured as follows:
First, Simon’s framework is shortly described, then the main principles of the
bounded rationality algorithm (BRA) are presented, before being specified for-
mally. A simple example demonstrates how the algorithm works in practice.
Finally, BRA is compared with the most closely related approaches, which have
been identified as the cognitive architecture CLARION and classifier systems.
2 Theory
A common problem that only few authors have attempted to resolve is the inte-
gration of cognition on the one end of the spectrum, and learning by experience
on the other end. In this paper it is argued that a helpful starting point and a
rich enough concept for such integration is already present in Simon’s concepts
[13], [14]. His framework is based on the following components:
– The set of behaviour alternatives A
– The set choice alternatives A′ for bounded rational or computationally less
powerful individuals; this set may be only a subset of A.
– Possible future states S
– Payoffs connected with S, represented as a function of S, V (s).
– Probabilities for S. There is uncertainty which sate occurs after a particular
behaviour, i.e. there may be more than one.
Bounded rational individuals do not typically know the mapping from behaviour
alternatives A to future welfare V (s). A possible strategy to learn about the
occurrence and the desirability of these future states is according to Simon:
Start with a mapping of each action alternative a ∈ A to the whole set of S.
Using a utility function such as V (s) ∈ {−1, 0,+1}, find S′ ⊂ S such that
(expectedly) V (s) = 1. Then gather information to refine the mapping A → S′
(i.e., which actions lead to which result under certain conditions) and search for
feasible actions A′ ∈ A that map to S′ [14]. In other words, an agent’s goal is to
find the states which satisfies its needs, by exploring the state-action space by
applying alternative behaviours.
3 Principles of a Bounded Rationality Algorithm
The translation of Simon’s framework into an executable algorithm can be cap-
tured best with the concept of mental models. A mental model is an internal
representation of an external reality. The agent builds it using experience, its
perception, and its problem-solving strategies. A mental model contains mini-
mal information, is unstable and subject to change and used to make decisions
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in novel circumstances. A mental model must be ’runnable’ and able to provide
feedback on the results. Humans must be able to evaluate the results of actions
or the consequences of a change of state [9]. An agent is only interested in its own
welfare and its goal is to find suitable behaviour strategies that optimise utility
under different conditions. Information processing and memory is costly, so that
the internal model being built has to be minimal and efficient with respect to
the agent’s own welfare. The main principles an algorithm has to account for
can roughly be summarised as follows:
Evaluating cognitive cues In any state of the environment, the agent must be
able to choose an action. If low or even negative rewards are experienced, the
agent can attempt to apply a different action. If this fails to improve the agent’s
welfare, this is a hint to pay attention to more cues from the environment and
distinguish better between different situations.
Deciding what to know Paying attention to all cues from the environment is
computationally too expensive and memory too limited; humans must filter out
certain aspects of their perception in order to decide and act effectively. The
agent has to ’decide what to know’ [11]. Since the measurement of useful infor-
mation is the agent’s welfare generated by its actions, this decision procedure is
a search over all possible state-action mappings. If the agent is satisfied with a
mental model containing a subset of these mappings, it might stop searching for
a better model or decrease its search intensity.
Updating a cognitive model If the environment changes, some aspects of the
internal model might become obsolete. The agent will then experience a change in
utility. In certain states, learning a new behaviour might be sufficient. However,
it might also be that the representation of the state is not accurate anymore
(e.g. a new type of agent appears). In this case the representation has to be
changed, e.g. by removing old representations and start the search process anew
for certain parts of the model.
4 The Algorithm
The basic idea of BRA is to build an internal, flexible model of the environment
the agent lives in. The environment is accessible by the input state s defining the
current ’situation’ the agent is in. The input state is matched with an internal
symbolic representation Ci ∈ C = {C1 . . . Cn} of the state. The agent then
chooses an action according to the general form ri : Ci → A. A is the action
set, C is the set of all possible conditions that can be generated from the input
dimensions, and Ci is a collection of conditions derived from C.
The next paragraphs develop the algorithm in some detail. A compact de-
scription in pseudocode is given in the appendix.
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Reinforcement Learning Reinforcement Learning (RL, e.g. [18]) is used to
implement the dynamic aspect of knowledge generation in the model. In each
state agents learn by trial and error which action to apply in a given state.
Successful actions are rewarded. Actions which yield a higher reward are selected
with a high probability in the future, whereas bad actions, receiving a lower
reward, are selected less often. The history of these reinforcements is summarised
as action strength q. Whenever an action a has been applied, the strength is
updated with the reward p(t) observed for that action by the following equation:
q(at) = q(at−1) + γ(p(t)− q(at−1)) (1)
Depending on the parameter γ, the action-value function updates the strength
of the current action based on the weight γ of previous experiences and the
current reward. For a value γ = 0.5, for example, and reasonably large t this
function approximates the average payoff generated with action a. The smaller
γ, the stronger the impact of past experiences; conversely, for γ = 1 only the
reward of the last action is considered, and all previous experiences discarded.






This selection function, also known softmax policy in RL, determines each ac-
tion’s selection probability depending on its own strength relative to the strengths
of the alternative actions. The parameter α, 0 < α < 1, is a learning parameter
that determines the rate of exploration. The larger α the less the influence of
the action strength on the selection probability.
State space partitioning Learning by doing as described above happens for
a given state s. This section describes how states are represented and perceived
in the agent’s internal world model.
Representation and search paths The state s is represented internally as a col-
lection of attributes {att1 . . . atti}. Each attribute can have a number of possible
values, for example nominal values such as ’low’ or ’high’, or numerical ranges,
e.g. 0-1000. Attributes are connected by simple predicate logic. For example the
predicate ’(profit=low or profit=medium or profit=high) and (sales 0 < sales
< 1000)’ could describe the situation of a firm in the dimensions profit and
sales. This representation is called a ’state descriptor’, and formally denoted Ci.
To each state descriptor actions are bound from which the action policy for this
state can be learnt. In the firm example, actions could be an array of price levels.
This binding constitutes formally the mapping ri : Ci → A.
The agent starts with a model covering all possible states. This initial state
entails all attributes with their value spaces, thus the coarsest representation
possible. In consecutive time steps, specialisations are developed stepwise by the
application of a heuristic search method. For this, the space of state descriptions
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is represented as a tree, where nodes at higher levels contain coarser, and nodes at
deeper level of the tree finer mappings. Finer grained descriptions are ’expanded’
from the predicates at higher levels. Which descriptions are expanded depends on
a heuristic evaluation function, which here is the agent’s utility. The task of the
search process is thus to find the level of detail that describes the environment
in such a way that generates the highest welfare for the agent.
State expansion mechanism Before the internal model is updated, the agent
acts in its environment over a period µ. During this period, the value of existing
state descriptions R = {r1 . . . rn} is updated using feedback from the environ-
ment. After each µ steps, the state expansion mechanism is applied: First the
node rexpand with the highest value on the search path is selected. If the search
path is empty, the root node is selected. From there, the next level of the tree
is expanded by partitioning the value spaces of the attributes constituting the
conditions of rexpand. For attributes having discrete values, one value is picked
randomly. Attribute values representing numeric ranges are split in half. For
each partitioned attribute a new condition is created containing the partitioned
attribute values or value range, and the remaining original attribute values (i.e.
the number of successor nodes equals the number of attributes × 2 in the orig-
inal condition). The conjunction of the predicates of the resulting level (after
reduction) is equivalent to the expression of the parent node. By mapping A
to each newly created condition set the new descriptors R′ are generated. The
path from each r′ ∈ R′ up to the root node is added to the search path (without
duplicates). The conjunction of state descriptions with no children in the search
path is then equivalent to the initial state description. The RL mechanism selects
actions only from the matching descriptor in the search path, so that there is
always exactly one state description activated and one action selected at a time.
For example, going back to the firm example above, of the initial, exhaustive
description C ′initial = (profit=low or profit=medium or profit=high) and (0 <
sales < 1000) the attribute profit is selected, and of its value range the value
’high’. The value space of the attribute is divided into the expression ’profit=low
or profit=medium’ and ’profit=high’, respectively. The resulting specialised state
descriptions are C ′1 = (profit=low or profit=medium) and (0 < sales < 1000)
and C ′2= (profit=high) and (0 <sales < 1000). Analogously, the sales attribute
is split in two intervals and two successor descriptors generated, so that four
successor descriptors are created.
Model specialisation and generalisation With the state expansion mechanism it
is possible to specialise the conditions in the state-action space in many ways.
A heuristic evaluation function determines the direction of this process. This
function is calculated as follows: First, the value of a state at time t is calculated
as
v(r, t) = v(r, t− 1) + 1
2
(q(at)− v(r, t− 1)) (3)
where q(at) is the reward of the executed action in the state described by r. The
function approximates an average of the state description value.
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Before an expansion happens, some constraints have to be satisfied: A pa-
rameter χ limits the maximum number of nodes the tree can have, i.e. the
maximum number of situations the agent can differentiate. New states can only
be evolved at the cost of ’forgetting’ other state descriptions (see below for dele-
tion). Furthermore, since the deletion of nodes might occur, it is possible that
state descriptions that were deleted are expanded again, so that endless cycles
of generalisation and specialisation occur. The right balance has to be found
depending on the stability of the environment; preventing many visits of iden-
tical descriptions too early can be harmful if the environment changes; on the
other hand it binds valuable resources in the agent’s mental processing. To tune
this balance, a function with a cost parameter ζ, 0 < ζ ≤ 1 is used to compute
a value determining whether the successor description should be developed or
not: The better a state descriptor compared with the average performance (mea-
sured by the average reward g) and the smaller ζ, the more frequent (recurrent)
expansions beginning from that state descriptor are allowed (equation 4).
expand(r) =

true, if expansions(r) = 0 or
ζ × expansions(r)× g < v(r, t)
false, otherwise
(4)
A state description might lead to a good solution strategy, but if only rarely
visited is only of limited value (they only use up scarce memory space and
processing capabilities). Therefore, a heuristic function h used by the process
is the state-value weighted by the number of its activations to account for the
recency of the value:




The search process selects the node with the maximal heuristic h(r, t) in the
search path, if the expand condition is satisfied.
Before new states are developed after µ steps, the state descriptions of the
current level may be deleted if they did not outperform the value of their parent
states (performance could be, e.g., the average of the state description values).
Analogously to rule specialisation, this generalisation process sets in after a
certain time ν, ν < µ.
Avoiding local search optima The mechanism may end up after a number of
expansions at a level of the tree with a particular configuration of descriptors in
the search path. There is no back-propagation of values, e.g. an update of the
successor states with a discounted value of the current state, so that more general
descriptions higher up in the tree or in other partially developed paths can have
higher, although outdated values. If such higher historical values exist, this fact
is used as a hypothesis that the current search path has become suboptimal
due to a changed environment and that different paths should be explored. The
process may therefore switch with probability ρ, 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1 to a different, higher
valued node in the tree and continue the expansion from there. The path to this
node becomes thereby the search path.
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5 An example
To demonstrate the principle, a simple bargaining game was simulated using the
algorithm. The idea of bargaining games is that 2 players have to agree on a
share after a finite number of offerings. If haggling takes too long, both players
get nothing. Here, a simplified version of such games with discrete shares simu-
lated. In this game, agents can demand a low, medium or high share of a good.
Table 1 shows the payoffs. This distribution of payoffs leads to situation where
demanding a low share guarantees a certain, but low payoff, while demanding a
high share may yield a higher, but uncertain payoff.
In the first experiment, there are N + 1 agents: N/2 agents always demand
the highest share, N/2 always the lowest. One agent has no predefined strategy,
but learns what share to demand from encounters with other players. Agents
demanding a low share are green, agents demanding a high share are blue. Each
time step, agents are paired randomly and play their strategy. With each en-
counter the learner is told which colour the opponent has. The agent can then
use this information to build a state-action tree. In the second experiment, strate-
gies are assigned randomly to the green and blue agents. Simulations were run
with N = 10 (i.e. the learner encountered with equal probability a green or blue
agent) for 1000 steps. The model parameters were set at γ = 1, ζ = 0.4, ρ = 0.3,
µ = 25, ν = 19. The aim of this small experiment is only to demonstrate the
low medium high
low 0.3,0.3 0.3,0.5 0.3,1
medium 0.5,0.3 0.5,0.5 0,1
high 1,0.3 0,0 0,0
Table 1. Payoffs of the Demand Game. The first number in a cell is the payoff of the
row player, the second number the payoff of the column player.
working of the algorithm, not to explain bargaining behaviour. Therefore, only
the evolution of the state tree of the learner is analysed.
Figure 1 shows the result of the tree-building process: The agent has learnt
that it is beneficial to distinguish between the colours of opponents. When it
meets green agents it demands a high share of the good, while it demands a low
share if blue agents are encountered. The process thus converges to the optimal
solution; in about 90 % of encounters with each type of agents the maximum
possible payoff is obtained. With only two possible states, this distinction is easy
to learn, an thus discovered early in the simulation (in only about 50 steps out
of 1000 the initial state description ’opponent is blue or opponent is green’ is
used).
Figure 2 shows the result if the colours are assigned randomly: Since there is
nothing to gain from a distinction of colours, the agent does not pay attention
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Fig. 1. Experiment 1. Colours correspond to actual strategies of the agents. The val-
ues are fractions of total activations of actions and encounters of state descriptions,
respectively.
Fig. 2. Experiment 2. Colours are assigned randomly to strategy types. The values are
fractions of total activations of actions, and encounters of state descriptions, respec-
tively.
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to this attribute. As a result, the agent always demands the low share irrespec-
tive of the other player’s colour. Also, the most frequent state description is the
initial state with no differentiation between colours. Here, the process converges
to a result worse than the best response of a fully informed, perfect rational
player with unlimited memory (as for strategy ’low’ lim
t→∞ p(t) = 0.3; for strategy
’medium’ lim
t→∞ p(t) = 0.25; and for strategy ’high’ limt→∞ p(t) = 0.5). The reason
for this is that γ is set to 1, so the agent considers only the last action result.
γ was set to 1 because it supports an efficient action selection in the first ex-
periment. The agent receives an error in strategy immediately (there is only one
best response per colour), so smaller γ would add more noise and lead to slower
convergence. In the second experiment this however leads to avoiding any strat-
egy with generating low payoffs in the short run. This also illustrates that there
is no perfect choice of parameters for any type of environment.
6 Related approaches
There are many ad-hoc, model-specific learning mechanisms in the agent-based
modelling literature which are not discussed here. In the following paragraphs,
the most closely related computational approaches to knowledge generation and
learning are described and compared with the algorithm presented in this paper.
CLARION The cognitive architecture CLARION (see, e.g., [16]) was designed to
capture implicit and explicit learning processes in humans. The main assumption
is that there are two different levels of learning: A subsymbolic level and a more
explicit, declarative level. The subsymbolic, or ’bottom’ level represents low-
skill, often repetitive tasks where learning proceeds in a trial-and-error fashion.
Knowledge on this level is typically not accessible, and it is difficult to express
such skills with language. On the symbolic, or ’top’ level, knowledge is directly
accessible and can be expressed with language. This level typically represents
more complex knowledge. It can be acquired by experience, but also by means
of explicit teaching.
The input state is made up of a number of dimensions, and each dimension
may specify a number of possible value or value ranges. Action selection takes
place using RL in the bottom level, or by firing production rules on the top
level. Which level is used is determined stochastically. After the action was per-
formed, top and bottom levels are updated with the feedback received from the
environment.
At the bottom level, the RL mechanism is implemented with a neural net.
The input layer is constituted of the values of the input state. Three intermediate
layers are used to compute Q-values (allowing memory of action sequences), while
the fourth layer chooses an action according to standard reinforcement learning
(similar to equation 2).
At the top level, the rule conditions are constructed out of the input di-
mensions, their consequents from actions available to the agent. The rules are,
for compliance with the bottom level, implemented as network. Rule extraction,
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specialisation and generalisation is determined by feedback from the bottom
level: If there is no rule matching the current state and the action was successful
according to some performance criterion, a new rule is created with the current
state as the condition, and the performed bottom level action as consequent.
If rules matching the current condition exist and the action was successful, the
matching rules are replaced by a generalised version by adding another input
element to the condition. The covered rules are deactivated, but might become
reactivated if specialisation is applied to the new rule at a later stage. Con-
versely, specialisation means the removal of an input value from the condition
and is triggered when the result of an action was not successful in the specified
condition. Deactivated rules are reactivated if the specialised rule does not cover
them any more. An information gain measure that estimates the performance of
rules under different conditions serves as the success criterion.
Learning Classifier Systems Also Learning Classifier Systems (LCS) aim at the
extraction of rules. The basic idea is to start with a set of initial rules (classifiers)
and to evolve this set over time by application of mechanisms for modification,
deletion and addition of new rules. Whereas earlier LCS, e.g. [5], relied mostly
on the Genetic Algorithms paradigm newer versions have more in common with
RL approaches and therefor also been described as generalised RL [12].
An LCS consists of a population of classifiers. A classifier contains a condition
part, an action part, and an estimation of the expected reward. Typically, the
condition part consists of the three basic tests 0 (property does not exist), 1
(property exists) and #. # represents a generalisation and stands for both 0 or
1. A classifier has one action as a consequent, but typically several classifiers
match a condition in the environment and hence compete with each other. The
action to be executed is the selected according to some RL mechanism (e.g. the
²-greedy policy).
Many LCS use a Genetic Algorithm to create new rules by selecting and
recombine the fittest classifiers from the population (where fitness is, e.g., the
expected reward received from the environment). A covering operator is called
whenever the set of matching classifiers is empty. The operator adds a classifier
matching the current situation with a randomly chosen action to the population.
Sophisticated systems may limit the population size, and add corresponding
eviction and generalisation procedures.
The newest family of classifier systems, anticipation-based classifier systems
(ACS, e.g. [1]), does not rely on evolutionary methods. They extend the classi-
fier representation with the description of the next state and build a model of
transitions. A specialisation mechanism is applied when the classifier oscillates
between correct and incorrect predictions, indicating that a splitting of the con-
dition might improve the match. Generalisation is based on complex algorithms
that estimate whether generalisation will result in an improvement (see also [12]
for an overview of LCS).
Comparison RL is the most important aspect for generating action-centred
knowledge in the related approaches as well as for the Bounded Rationality
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Algorithm. Differences exist in the way such knowledge is used to build internal
models of the environment:
– BRA does not start with a psychological model of skill acquisition as CLAR-
ION or no explicit model at all as machine learning, but a sociopsychological
model of bounded rationality.
– The Bounded Rationality Algorithm uses a pure symbolic representation of
conditions with simple first order predicate logic. CLARION has to trans-
form them in a network structure, LCS in binary strings.
– CLARION modifies rules only after evaluation of bottom level actions; ACS
compares prediction errors. BRA is much less sophisticated here, using a
simple generate-and-test procedure to decide whether a rule should be spe-
cialised or generalised. If the test phase fails (possibly only after a long time
when the environment changes), the generated rule is deleted again. CLAR-
ION as well as ACS keep detailed statistics and perform complex estimations
to decide about generalisation and specialisation of specific rules.
– BRA starts with a state description covering all possible states and builds a
model by searching heuristically through the space of possible state descrip-
tions that can be expanded logically from the initial descriptor. In CLARION
as well as ACS, it is not necessary to describe the state space fully. If new
states are encountered, new rules are created on the fly. BRA is therefore
much more sensitive to characteristics of the state space. For example, for
state variables with large value spaces, specialised rules would be discovered
only at later stages of the state expansion mechanism. Even if very fine-
grained differentiations are useful, they might never be developed because
descriptions generated on the path might not be immediately more successful
than more general rules, so that the path is not further explored. However,
BRA could be extended to cover initially only a small range of conditions,
adding new attribute values dynamically as they appear in s.
7 Conclusion
In this paper, an algorithm that replicates the decision process of bounded ratio-
nal actors has been described, formalised and demonstrated. It adds to systems
based on reinforcement learning in the social sciences and combines elements of
approaches as already used by CLARION and learning classifier systems. How-
ever, it is different from these approaches as it is less general than a cognitive
architecture and explicitly built upon a sociopsychological approach to learning.
So far, the algorithm has been applied only to simple decision problems like
that in the example. Future work will investigate whether the algorithms works
as expected in more complex environments where a larger number of states and
actions have to be learnt.
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Appendix: The complete algorithm
Notation
The greek letters γ, ν, µ, ζ, χ are the parameters of the model
C = {C1 . . . Cn} are conditions that can be generated from the input dimensions
S
A is the set of actions
R is the set defined by the mappings ri : Ci → A
Setup
Define the time discount for action updates γ
Define the update-cycle µ
Define the delete-cycle ν, ν < µ
Define the cost of expansion ζ
Define the maximum number of states descriptions χ
Define the probability of switching the search path ρ
Define the search path search path
Define expansions(r) as a function counting the number of expansions from r
Define activations(r) as a function counting the times r matched a state
Define parent(n) as the parent of a node n in the state-tree T (R)
Define children(n) as a function returning all children of a node n in T (R)
Define uniform(x . . . y) as a uniform random distribution in the interval x . . . y
Initialise q(a) = 0,∀a ∈ A
Create the initial mapping r1 = {C1 → A} such that C1 is inclusive of all states
generated by the input dimensions S
Initialise search path with R = {r1}
Repeat
observe reward p(t− 1) received after executing at−1
update the average reward g at time t of all actions applied until t gt:
gt = gt−1 + 12p− gt−1
update the strength of action executed at t−1 using the action-value function:
q(at) = q(at−1) + γ(p(t)− q(at−1))
update the value of state-descriptor activated at time t− 1:
v(r, t) = v(r, t− 1) + 12 (q(at)− v(r, t− 1))
update the activation-count:
activations(r) = activations(r) + 1
compute situation s
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find the most specific state-descriptor ra ∈ search path matching s





select action at from the resulting distribution and execute at
if (rest( tµ ) = 0 and |R| < χ)
determine which state-descriptor rexpand to expand:
rexpand = maxh(r), ∀r ∈ search path
if (ζ × gt × expansions(rexpand) < v(rexpand))
partition rexpand according to the expansion mechanism into
R′ = {r′0 . . . r′n}; initialise the value of the new states with v(rexpand,t)
append R′ as children of rexpand
add R′ to search path
update the number of expansions generated from rexpand:
expansions(rexpand) = expansions(rexpand) + 1
end if
end if
if (rest( tν ) = 0)
determine the most recent expanded node rexpanded and its children:
CH = {ch1, . . . chn} ⊂ search path with children(chi) = ∅
rexpanded = parent(chi)





if (uniform(0, 1) > ρ)
clear search path
find the most specialised state-descriptor with maximal value:
rmax = max v(r, t), ∀r ∈ R, children(r = ∅)
add the path from r1 to rmax to search path
end if
until end of simulation
